MOVIE PROGRAM JANUARY 2020

1/ Hobbs & Shaw

Action / 2019 / Dir. David Leitch

Lawman Luke Hobbs (Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson) and outcast Deckard Shaw (Jason Statham) form an unlikely alliance
when a cybergenetically enhanced villain threatens the future of humanity.
Starring: Dwayne Johnson, Jason Statham, Idris Elba
Runtime: 137 min.

2/ Denmark

Comedy / 2019 / Dir. Adrian Shergold

A bittersweet comedy about one man's pursuit of a dream no more ridiculous than the times we live in, "Denmark" sees a
downonhisluck Welshman without a job or access to hot water, who makes a decision to change his life for the better.
With nothing to lose, and everything to gain, he travels across Europe with one crazy goal: to get himself arrested and sent
to a Danish prison where the beds are warm and the water is hot.
Starring: Rafe Spall, Joel Fry, Steve Speirs
Runtime: 91 min.

3/ Solis

Action, SciFi / 2019 / Dir. Carl Strathie

After a space mining operation gone bad, Troy is on an emergency escape vehicle drifting towards the sun. He gets radio
contact with possible help but will they get there in time?
Starring: Steven Ogg, Alice Lowe, Sid Phoenix
Runtime: 92 min.

4/ The Peanut Butter Falcon

Comedy, Drama / 2019 / Dir. Michael Schwartz

The Peanut Butter Falcon is an adventure story set in the world of a modern Mark Twain that begins when Zak (22), a young
man with Down syndrome, runs away from the nursing home where he lives to chase his dream of becoming a professional
wrestler by attending the wrestling school The Salt Water Redneck. Through circumstances beyond their control Tyler (32),
a smalltime outlaw on the run, becomes Zak's unlikely coach and ally.
Starring: Zack Gottsagen, Dakota Johnson, Bruce Dern
Runtime: 97 min.

5/ The Last Black Man in San Francisco

Drama / 2019 / Dir. Joe Talbot

A young man searches for home in the changing city that seems to have left him behin
Starring: Jimmie Fails, Jonathan Majors, Rob Morgan
Runtime: 121 min.

6/ Where Hands Touch

Drama / 2019 / Dir. Amma Asante

Germany 1944: 15year old Leyna (Amandla Stenberg), daughter of a white German mother and a black father, lives in fear
due to the color of her skin. When she meets Lutz (George MacKay), the son of a prominent SS officer and a member of the
Hitler Youth  mandatory for all Aryan boys since 1936  the two fall helplessly in love, putting both their lives at risk.
Starring: Abbie Cornish, George MacKay, Amandla Stenberg
Runtime: 122 min.

7/ Super Size Me 2

Documentary / 2019 / Dir. Morgan Spurlock

Morgan Spurlock reignites his battle with the food industry  this time from behind the register  as he opens his own fast
food restaurant.
Starring: Morgan Spurlock, Jonathan Buttram
Runtime: 93 min.

8/ Waiting for You

Drama, Mystery / 2019 / Dir. Charles Garrad

Paul (Morgan) investigates his late father's increasingly disturbing past and becomes suspicious of the mysterious,
melancholic, and possibly dangerous Madeleine (Ardant).
Starring: Colin Morgan, Fanny Ardant, Audrey Bastien
Runtime: 92 min.

9/ The Russian Five

Documentary / 2019 / Dir. Joshua Riehl

In the late 1980s, the Detroit Red Wings worked to finally break their decades long Stanley Cup drought by extracting
players from the Soviet Union, and in the process, changed the way North American hockey is played.
Starring: Jeff Daniels, Jim Devellano, Sergei Fedorov
Runtime: 162 min.

Film must be destroyed not later than januar 2021

